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A leader in orthopedics and sports medicine improves efficiency and enhances the patient experience with 
Allscripts touch-enabled mobile app, Windows* 8.1, and HP 2 in 1 devices with Intel® Core™ processors 

Can a full-featured, touch-enabled electronic health record (EHR) app running  
on an enterprise tablet help enhance clinic operations and improve the patient 
experience for a busy medical practice? 

Yes it can, according to health and IT professionals at Resurgens Orthopaedics, 
Georgia’s largest orthopedics practice. But they say the mobile solution must be 
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and management. 

Resurgens conducted a proof of concept (POC) in which physicians and clinical 
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and rehabilitation services, with a focus on sports medicine, hip replacement, back 
surgery, joint replacement, and shoulder surgery. 

Resurgens has long recognized advanced information technology as essential  
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providing valuable, real-world feedback as 
the company expands its solution suite. 
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early on that the way to achieve scale, 

“What we are after is a single device that physicians 
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provide the best possible care, and 
deliver a great patient experience is to 
§¬´£±²�§¬�²£¡¦¬ª¥·�Ï�

Dick’s team proactively investigates 
new health IT solutions, and was 
quick to identify mobile computing’s 
®²£¬²§�ª�²�§«®°´£�¡ª§¬§¡§�¬�µ°©àµ±��
�¦£¬��ªª±¡°§®²±�§¬²°¢³¡£¢�§²±�ß°±²� 
iPad EHR app, some clinicians began  
to experiment with it. But they soon 
encountered its limitations.  

�°©§¬¥�µ§²¦§¬�²¦£�§��Z�£¬´§°¬«£¬²��
clinicians could not access all the 
applications and functionality that were 
£±±£¬²§�ª�²�²¦£§°�µ°©àµ±���¦£·�¡³ª¢�
take clinical notes on the iPad, for 
example, but had to leave the patient 
room and go to a stationary PC to 
schedule follow-up appointments, 
order diagnostic images, or print 
reports. Instead of saving time and 
energy, this added extra steps, 
frustration, and time, and interrupted 
²¦£�àµ�¤�²¦£�®�²§£¬²�£¬¡³¬²£°��

In another drag on productivity, moving 
between the iPad and the PC required 
logging in and reopening the patient’s 
¡¦�°²��Î�¤�·³Ì°£�±££§¬¥����®�²§£¬²±���¢�·�
�¬¢�ª¥¥§¬¥�§¬�²�©£±����±£¡¬¢±��²¦�²Ì±�
half an hour a day that you’re not 
±££§¬¥�®�²§£¬²±�Ï�±�·±��§¡©��Î�¦�²Ì±�¬²�
¥§¬¥�²�µ°©�Ï�

�¦£�§��¢[£¬� ª£¢�µ°©àµ±��ª±�
meant that patients had to line up at a 
central registration desk to schedule 
follow-up visits and complete the 
checkout process. This step took more 
of their time, and if other patients were 
waiting to check out, it presented a risk 
of privacy and compliance violations.

Î�¦�²�µ£��°£��¤²£°�§±���±§¬¥ª£�¢£´§¡£�
²¦�²�®¦·±§¡§�¬±��¬¢�«£¢§¡�ª�±²�Þ�¡�¬�
³±£�²�¢��ªª�²¦£§°�¨ �¤³¬¡²§¬±�Ï��§¡©�
says. “If a device can only handle part of 
your job, it’s a toy, not a tool. You might 
enjoy using it when you have plenty of 
time, but when you’re in a time crunch, 
you need one device that can do 
£´£°·²¦§¬¥���£�ª§©£¢�²¦£�« §ª§²·�²¦£�
iPad gave us, but we really needed to 
±ª´£�²¦±£�µ°©àµ�®° ª£«±�Ï�

A Simpler, More Powerful Solution 
For the proof of concept, Resurgens 
³±£¢���¬£µ�´£°±§¬�¤�²¦£��ªª±¡°§®²±�
�����®®�¢£±§¥¬£¢�¤°��§¬¢µ±���
and Intel processor-based devices. 
Î�£�°£²¦³¥¦²�£´£°·��±®£¡²�¤�²¦£�
product and the user’s interaction 
to take advantage of all the power 
�´�§ª� ª£�§¬�²¦£��¬²£ª��¬¢��§¬¢µ±���
£¬´§°¬«£¬²�Ï�±�·±��²�¬ª£·��°�¬£��¡¦§£¤�
§¬¬´�²§¬�á¡£°��²��ªª±¡°§®²±��Î�£�
reimagined how the user would interact 
with the EHR, and redesigned the user 
interface to use touch and all the other 
¬�´§¥�²§¬�ª�¡�®� §ª§²§£±���£�®°´§¢£¢�
intuitive new controls, so it’s easier and 
faster to enter data and navigate the 
app. The product is simpler and more 
®µ£°¤³ª�²�³±£���¬¢�²¦£��§¬¢µ±� 
and Intel environment give± users 
�¢¢§²§¬�ª�à£¶§ §ª§²·�Ï

At a Glance 
Project
• Explore the potential for a touch-enabled, 

« §ª£������®®�µ§²¦��§¬¢µ±Z����¬¢�
�¬²£ª¾�®°¡£±±°[ �±£¢�¢£´§¡£±�²�
§«®°´£�£á¡§£¬¡·��®�²§£¬²�¡�°£���¬¢� 
IT support   

Accomplishments  
• Conducted a POC in which physicians, 

��±���¬¢���±�§¬¡°®°�²£¢��ªª±¡°§®²±�
��¬¢Z�¤°��³¡¦�°©±Z������®µ£°£¢�
 ·��§¬¢µ±��¬¢��¬²£ª[ �±£¢�²� ª£²±��§¬²�
²¦£§°��« ³ª�²°·�¡�°£�µ°©àµ±

• �£«¬±²°�²£¢�¢§´£°±£� £¬£ß²±��¬¢�¥�§¬£¢�
experience that will pave the way to 
smooth deployment

Lessons Learned   
• Recognize the need to innovate. Have an 

¬¥§¬¥�²£�«�¤�¡ª§¬§¡�ª��¬¢����±²�Þ�²�
identify opportunities. 

• �¢£¬²§¤·�£´£°·¢�·� ²²ª£¬£¡©±�²¦�²��Þ£¡²�
®°´§¢£°�£á¡§£¬¡·��¡ª§¬§¡�®£°�²§¬±��°�
the patient experience. Then look at how 
mobile technology can help. 

• Look beyond physician productivity. 
�²°£�«ª§¬§¬¥�²¦£�µ°©àµ±�¤�¡ª§¬§¡�ª�
±²�Þ�¡�¬�¦£ª®�«�©£� £²²£°�³±£�¤�²¦£�
physician’s time.
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To see how well the new solution 
addressed the issues Resurgens 
encountered in the iPad environment, 
²¦£�®°�¡²§¡£�¢£®ª·£¢�����ª§²£�©Z�
�£´ª´£Z���§¬���¢£´§¡£±��²���±®°²±�
medicine clinic and a foot and ankle 
clinic. Users included physicians, 
®¦·±§¡§�¬��±±§±²�¬²±�^��±_���¬¢�«£¢§¡�ª�
�±±§±²�¬²±�^��±�_��¦£�����£´ª´£���§¬���
devices are lightweight notebooks that 
rotate to become tablets. 

����³±£°±�¤³¬¢�²¦£��¬²£ª��°£�§��
processors in the devices delivered 
ample performance. The systems 
responded instantly to a swipe, tap, or 
©£· �°¢�¡««�¬¢���§¥§²�ª�§«�¥£±]�¬�
essential part of the orthopedics tool 
±£²]µ£°£�¡°§±®��¬¢�±¦�°®��

�¬�²¦£��§¬¢µ±��¬¢��¬²£ª�£¬´§°¬«£¬²��
³±£°±�¡³ª¢�°³¬� ²¦�²¦£�¤³ªª��³¡¦�°©±�
EHR application and the touch-enabled 
app on their devices, moving between 
them with just a swipe. Users could  
�ª±��¡¡£±±�²¦£�¤³ªª�°�¬¥£�¤��§¡°±¤²�
�§¬¢µ±����®®ª§¡�²§¬±��§¬¡ª³¢§¬¥�
�§¡°±¤²��á¡£���ª³±��³±§¬¥���´§°²³�ª�
desktop interface (VDI) capability 
enhanced by Intel’s hardware-assisted 
virtualization capabilities, they could 
quickly and securely access applications 
that would not otherwise be available. 
They could easily switch between  
touch and keyboard data entry to suit 
²¦£§°�µ°©àµ�°£¯³§°£«£¬²±��¬¢�
personal preferences.

This expanded functionality turned the 
��§¬���¢£´§¡£±�§¬²�²°³£�®°¢³¡²§´§²·�
tools. “Users don’t have to log in and out 
£´£°·�²§«£�²¦£·�ª£�´£�²¦£��®®�Ï�£¶®ª�§¬±�
�°£´£±��·¬¬��¡ª§¬§¡�ª��®®ª§¡�²§¬±�
manager at Resurgens. “They have all 

the mobility, and they don’t have to 
ª£�´£�²¦£�®�²§£¬²��¬¢�¥�²���¢§Þ£°£¬²�
±·±²£«�²�¡«®ª£²£�²¦£§°�µ°©àµ�� 
�²�¨³±²� £¡«£±�±�£�±·]²¦£·�±µ§®£�
back and forth between the VDI 
£¬´§°¬«£¬²��¬¢�²¦£���¬¢��®®���¬¢�
£´£°·²¦§¬¥�§±�°§¥¦²�²¦£°£�¤°�²¦£«�Ï�

�¦£� £¬£ß²±��°£�±§¥¬§ß¡�¬²��Î�¦§±�¬²�
¬ª·�«�©£±�²¦£�±²�Þ�«°£�®°¢³¡²§´£��
but it means the patient can complete 
the discharge and checkout processes 
right in the room and not be having 
¢§�ª¥³£�§¬�«°£�®³ ª§¡��°£�±�Ï��·¬¬�
says. “It relieves the bottleneck at the 
checkout station, and does a better job 
¤�®°²£¡²§¬¥�²¦£�®�²§£¬²Ì±�®°§´�¡·�Ï���

‘They’re Going to Love It’  
Tony Griggs, an orthopedic physician’s 
�±±§±²�¬²[¡ª§¬§¡�ª�^���[�_��¬¢���[·£�°�
Resurgens veteran, participated in the 
POC and quickly grew to love the new 
app. Before the POC, Griggs was a 
minimal user of technology. Instead,  
�¬����¡�®²³°£¢�¢�²��¬�®�®£°��¬¢�
transferred it to the EHR.

Î�¬·�µ�±��¬�³¬¤°£±££¬�¡¦�«®§¬�Ï�
�·¬¬�±�·±��Î�£�¥�´£�¦§«�²¦£��£´ª´£�
device, and pretty soon he was entering 
the data himself and taking ownership  
of the patient for the duration of the visit 
other than the actual time with the doctor. 
�¦§±��ªªµ£¢�¤°���«°£�¤°££[àµ§¬¥�

interaction with the patient and freed up 
±«£�¤�²¦£���Ì±�²§«£���¬·�µ£¬²� 
���·£�°±�µ§²¦³²�³±§¬¥�²£¡¦¬ª¥·���¬¢�
within a few weeks, he was at a point 
where he felt lost without it. That speaks 
´ª³«£±�� ³²�²¦£�®µ£°�¤�²¦§±�±ª³²§¬�Ï�

Griggs appreciates both the solution’s 
®°¢³¡²§´§²·� £¬£ß²±��¬¢�§²±�� §ª§²·�²�
help him improve the patient relationship. 
“This tablet gives you the PC feel, which 
§±�¥°£�²�Ï��°§¥¥±�±�·±��Î�³²�§²Ì±� £²²£°�²¦�¬�
a stationary PC monitor because you  
can face the patient. You can put the 
tablet anywhere you want, and turn  
the tablet any way you want. You and the 
patient can look and talk at the same time. 
�³²�§²Ì±�´£°·�« §ª£]§²�µ£§¥¦±�ª£±±�²¦�¬�
²¦°££�®³¬¢±�Ï

�°§¥¥±�ß¬¢±�²¦£�²� ª£²�±ª³²§¬�¦£ª®±�
him engage patients and relieve their 
anxieties. “There’s always an element  
¤�¤£�°�§¬´ª´£¢�§¬�¥§¬¥�²�²¦£�¢¡²°�Ï�
¦£�±�·±��Î�¦£¬���¡«£�§¬²�²¦£�°«�
with the tablet, right away patients are 
curious. They’re impressed, and they 
like that I have this cool device. I sit with 
them, show them their X-rays, and start 
entering their data. They start interacting 
with the technology right along with me.  

Î�¦£�«°£�£¬¥�¥£¢�²¦£�®�²§£¬²�§±��²¦£� £²²£°�²¦£�³²¡«£±��
�¦£¬�·³�³±£�²¦£�²� ª£²�²�±¦µ�®£®ª£��Ë�£°£Ì±�·³°��[°�·��
�£°£Ì±�µ¦£°£���±££�²¦£�®° ª£«���£°£Ì±�µ¦�²�µ£�¬££¢�²�¢�Ì�
²¦£·��°£�«³¡¦�«°£�£¬¥�¥£¢�Ï
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Key Technologies 
• ����ª§²£�©Z��£´ª´£Z���§¬���¢£´§¡£±�

µ§²¦�²¦£��¬²£ª¾��°£º�§��®°¡£±±°��¬¢�
hardware-enhanced virtualization 

• �ªª±¡°§®²±���¬¢Z�¤°��³¡¦�°©±Z������
®µ£°£¢� ·��§¬¢µ±Z

• �ªª±¡°§®²±��³¡¦�°©±Z��ª£¡²°¬§¡� 
Health Record 

• �ªª±¡°§®²±��°�¡²§¡£���¬�¥£«£¬²Z�
• �§¬¢µ±����¬²£°®°§±£��
• ��µ�°£��°§¸¬��§£µ��ª§£¬²�¤°�

�§¬¢µ±Z�

Î�¦£�²� ª£²�ª£²±�·³�«§¬§«§¸£�²§«£��¬¢�«�¶§«§¸£�£Þ°²���¬¢�
®�²§£¬²±�ª§©£�§²���¦�²Ì±�µ¦�²�µ£Ì°£��ªª�� ³²����²¦§¬©��¬·¬£�
µ¦�§±�®£¬�²�¡¦�¬¥£��¬¢�¥§´£±�§²���²°·��¬¡£�²¦£·�³±£�§²��
²¦£·Ì°£�¥§¬¥�²�ª´£�§²���¦£·�µ§ªª�¬²�µ�¬²�²�¢�µ§²¦³²�§²�Ï

�¬·��°§¥¥±�����[��
�¦·±§¡§�¬��±±§±²�¬²�

Resurgens Orthopaedics
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 Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using 
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assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more information go to www.intel.com/performance 
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not grant any license to any of the intellectual property described, displayed, or contained herein. Intel® products are not intended for use in medical, lifesaving, life-sustaining, critical control, or 
safety systems, or in nuclear facility applications.

� ½������¬²£ª��°®°�²§¬���ªª�°§¥¦²±�°£±£°´£¢���¬²£ª��²¦£��¬²£ª�ª¥���¬²£ª��°£���©��¬±§¢£����¬¢�²¦£��©��¬±§¢£��ª¥��°£�²°�¢£«�°©±�¤��¬²£ª��°®°�²§¬�§¬�²¦£�������¬¢`°�²¦£°�¡³¬²°§£±� 
Z�²¦£°�¬�«£±��¬¢� °�¬¢±�«�·� £�¡ª�§«£¢��±�²¦£�®°®£°²·�¤�²¦£°±�� �°§¬²£¢�§¬����� �����`��`���`��`���� � ��ª£�±£��£¡·¡ª£� �������������[�����

Pretty soon, you’ve got them involved, and 
§²�¦£ª®±�°£ª§£´£�²¦£§°�¤£�°����²§£¬²±�ª§©£�§²�Ï

�¦£�°£±³ª²§¬¥�µ°©àµ�§«®°´£«£¬²±�
®°´§¢£�²¦£°� £¬£ß²±�¤°�®�²§£¬²±��Î�³�
get more face time with the patient, and 
you give them a higher-quality and more 
¡¬±§±²£¬²�£¶®£°§£¬¡£�Ï��°§¥¥±� ±£°´£±��
“You’re more one-on-one with them, as 
®®±£¢�²�²¦£�®�²§£¬²�ß¬§±¦§¬¥�²¦£§°�´§±§²�
�¬¢�²¦£¬�¦�´§¬¥�²�±££�¢§Þ£°£¬²�®£®ª£�²�
²�©£�¡�°£�¤�¢§Þ£°£¬²�±²£®±�§¬�²¦£�®°¡£±±��
and having to wait at each step. The 
tablet allows me to do it all, and they’re 
¬�²¦£§°�µ�·�Ï�

Enterprise-Level Management and 
Data Security
�±�²¦£·�¤¡³±£¢�¬�£«®µ£°§¬¥�
®¦·±§¡§�¬±��¬¢�¡ª§¬§¡�ª�±²�Þ�²�§«®°´£�
µ°©àµ��¬¢�¯³�ª§²·�¤�¡�°£���£±³°¥£¬±�
IT leaders also wanted to make sure they 
didn’t create management headaches  
or increase the risk of data breaches. 
Î�¦£¬�·³Ì°£�²�ª©§¬¥�� ³²�¢£®ª·§¬¥� 
at an enterprise level, you have to be 
thinking about application support, 
device management, data security and 
compliance, and overall enterprise 
±³®®°²�Ï�±�·±��§¡©��Î�§¬¢µ±���¬��¬�
Intel-based tablet is much more of a 
win-win for us. The mobile device 
management solutions and security 
²£¡¦¬ª¥§£±��°£�«°£�«�²³°£���£��°£�
much more familiar with them and 
¡¬ß¢£¬²�µ£�¡�¬�¦�¬¢ª£�²¦£�¢£«�¬¢±�¤�
enterprise computing in the Intel and 
�§¬¢µ±�£¬´§°¬«£¬²�Ï

�°�¬£�±�·±�³±£°±��ª±� £¬£ß²�¤°«�²¦£�
wide range of choices and rapid rate of 
innovation that typically occurs in the 
open environment of Intel processor-
 �±£¢��¬¢��§¬¢µ±���±ª³²§¬�®ª�²¤°«±��
“Things like barcode readers, front-facing 
cameras, and biometric devices are very 
§«®°²�¬²�§¬�¦£�ª²¦¡�°£�Ï��°�¬£�±�·±�� 
“If history is any guide, we will see a 
proliferation of these types of devices as 
add-ons for Intel-based tablets. If you 
want to use a mouse, stylus, or keyboard, 
 §¥�±¡°££¬�°�±«�ªª��²¦£��§¬¢µ±����¬¢�
Intel environment will give you choices, 
enhance performance and security, and 
 £�¤�§°ª·��Þ°¢� ª£�Ï�

�ª§¬§¡��á¡§£¬¡·
Resurgens leaders say they’ll incorporate 
the mobile solution into their standard 
mix. They’ve received positive feedback 
¤°«�²¦£�®¦·±§¡§�¬±�µ¦�³±£¢�²¦£���§¬���
devices, especially younger physicians, 
 ³²�±�·�²¦£·�£¶®£¡²�²¦£� §¥¥£±²� £¬£ß²±�
will come from deploying the mobile 
±ª³²§¬�²���±��¬¢���±��

“The whole clinic operates more 
£á¡§£¬²ª·�µ¦£¬�·³�«�©£���±��¬¢���±�
«°£�£á¡§£¬²�Ï�±�·±��§¡©��Î�£�ª²¦¡�°£�
tends to be very focused on making 
physicians more productive, but in  
«�¬·�¡�±£±��²¦£§°�µ°©àµ�§±�¤�§°ª·�
±²°�§¥¦²¤°µ�°¢���²Ì±�²¦£�±²�Þ�«£« £°±�
who are running around doing so many 
¢§Þ£°£¬²�²¦§¬¥±���¤�²¦£�¢£´§¡£�¡�¬�±�´£�
them steps and make them more 
productive, that’s a huge win for 

£´£°·¬£���¬¢�®�²§£¬²±�ª´£�±££§¬¥�²¦£�
±²�Þ�µ§²¦�²¦£�²� ª£²�Ï�

Improving Outcomes at the  
Point of Care 
Dick says mobile point of care is a key  
to improving healthcare outcomes. 
“Everything needs to be happening right 
§¬�¤°¬²�¤�®�²§£¬²±�Ï�¦£�¡««£¬²±��Î�¦£�
more engaged the patient is, the better the 
³²¡«£±���¦£¬�·³�³±£�²¦£�²� ª£²�²�
show people, ‘Here’s your X-ray. Here’s 
where I see the problem. Here’s what we 
need to do,’ they are much more engaged. 
� §ª£�®§¬²�¤�¡�°£�§±¬Ì²�¨³±²�� ³²�
«�©§¬¥�²¦£�®°´§¢£°�«°£�£Þ£¡²§´£��
although that’s huge. It’s about bringing 
the care to the patient, making them part 
¤�²¦£�®°¡£±±���¬¢�§«®°´§¬¥�³²¡«£±�Ï�

�±�¤°��°§¥¥±��¦£�±££±�¥°£�²�®²£¬²§�ª�¤°�
the mobile solution to produce a positive 
impact at Resurgens and beyond. “The 
tablet lets you minimize time and 
«�¶§«§¸£�£Þ°²���¬¢�®�²§£¬²±�ª§©£�§²�Ï�
Griggs adds. “That’s what we’re all 
about. I think anyone who is open to 
change and gives it a try, once they use 
it, they’re going to love it. They will not 
µ�¬²�²�¢�µ§²¦³²�§²�Ï

Find the solution that’s right for your 
organization. View success stories from 
your peers, learn more about tablets and 
��§¬���¢£´§¡£±�¤°� ³±§¬£±±���¬¢�¡¦£¡©�
out IT Center, Intel’s resource for the  
IT Industry.

http://www.intel.com/performance
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/it-management/intel-it/it-managers.html

